TIMEMORE BLACK MIRROR BASIC
COFFEE WEIGHING PANEL

User Manual

Package included & Product functions
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TYPE-C Cable× 1
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Silicon Pad × 1

TYPE-C Charging Port
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Power on
Press shortly to tare
Long Press to power off
Press shortly to start/pause timing
Press it for 1 second to reset timing
Press it for 5 seconds to turn on/off the beep
Time
Max recording weight is 2kg
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Volume indicator: shows the volume on / off

Pour over coffee precisely with a Weighing Panel

Steps and data below are just for your reference and
it is variable according to the actual steps.
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Turn on the scale and put Brewers on the
scale. Stature paper filter and tare it.

03

Tare again and let us brew now.

02

Pour ground coffee, meanwhile check
the actual weight.

04

Short Press to start timing which helps you
control the time of blooming and pouring.
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Brewing
Time

Total
Water

After brew is finished, short press to stop
timing. Weighing panel shows your brewing
data precisely.

Note
1.The surface of scale is waterproof. But DO NOT make liquid enter the gap
between shells and charging port.
2. Place it on a horizontal and smooth surface.
3. Do not use during charging.
4. This product is powered by a lithium battery. DO NOT charge after its power is
used up. It is recommended to charge it in time after you use it.
If the battery is used up, there will be 10 min protection time during which you are
not able to start it.
5. When timing is off, it will standby 3 min then shut down automatically.
When timing is on but there is no change of weight, it will shut down in 15 min.
6. The surface of scale is waterproof. But DO NOT make liquid enter the gap
between shells and charging port.
7. The internal structure of the equipment is precise and it is prohibited to uninstall it.
8. It is 1 year warranty except private uninstallation or human damage.
9. It is an accessory for coffee brewing. DO NOT use it for trade settlement and
other occasions.

Specification
01. Product Name: TIMEMORE BLACK MIRROR Basic Coffee Weighing Panel
02. Measure range: 0.5g-2000g
03. Storage temperature: -10℃ to 55℃
04. Use temperature: Surface -10℃ to 60℃ With silicon pad : -20℃ to 100℃
05. Key mode: Capacitive touch ( no need to press hard )
06. Assistive Indicator: built-in buzzer
07. Battery: Built-in 1600mAh Lithium lon rechargeable battery standard
Voltage: 3.7V

Voltage range: 3.4V - 4.25V

08. Charge: 5V DC/1A with TYPE-C cable Built-in Smart system to control
battery charge. Adaptor is not included.
Type of adaptor: 220VAC / 110VAC
Out put: 5V/2A
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Product name: TIMEMORE BLACK MIRROR Basic Coffee Weighing Panel
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